YOUR HOME IN ESSEN

YOUR HOSTS ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO GREETING YOU

A further selection of diverse accommodation possibilities in Essen
A SELECTION OF HOTELS FOR YOUR OVERNIGHT STAY IN ESSEN

Esen offers 9,000 beds in various categories and price ranges for your visit to MESSE ESSEN, from the most economical guesthouse to a 5-star hotel. The trade fair city Essen impresses with 1.4 million overnight stays annually. As a service to our guests, we’ve compiled a selection of accommodation possibilities.

INTERCITY HOTEL ESSEN
Category: from € 63 (incl. public transport ticket)
Location/neighbourhood: centrally located at Essen Central Station
Rooms: 167 standard and business rooms as well as studios, incl. SKY sport programmes
Dining: buffet breakfast, restaurant, bar
Wellness offer: no

HOTEL FRANZ
Category: from € 75 (incl. breakfast)
Location/neighbourhood: centrally located in Essen-Kladstrup
Rooms: 48 barrier-free rooms, some with extra amenities for guests in wheelchairs or with hearing or visual impairments
Dining: buffet breakfast, hotel bar, bistro
Wellness offer: no

HOTEL IBIS ESSEN HAPPTBAHNHOF
Category: from € 59
Location/neighbourhood: located directly in the centre of Essen at Central Station
Rooms: 144 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast, 24-hour bar
Wellness offer: no

HOTEL MAXIMILIANS
Category: from € 79
Location/neighbourhood: close to MESSE ESSEN and the "Rü", Essen's dining and strolling boulevard
Rooms: 30 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

HOTEL JUNG
Category: from € 56
Location/neighbourhood: close to MESSE ESSEN and the "Rü", Essen's dining and strolling boulevard
Rooms: 40 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

MINTROPS LAND HOTEL BURGALTENDORF
Category: from € 75
Location/neighbourhood: centrally located close to the City Hall
Rooms: 98 standard and economy rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast, restaurant, bar
Wellness offer: no

MINTROPS STADT HOTEL MAGARETHENHÖHE
Category: from € 75
Location/neighbourhood: centrally located close to the Essen Cathedral
Rooms: 146 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

MINTROPS LAND HOTEL BURGAL TENDORF
Category: from € 75
Location/neighbourhood: close to the Essen Cathedral
Rooms: 34 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast, restaurant, bar
Wellness offer: no

MOTEL IBIS ESSEN HAUPTBAHNHOF
Category: from € 75
Location/neighbourhood: centrally located in Essen at Central Station
Rooms: 144 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast, 24-hour bar
Wellness offer: no

NIU COBBLES ESSEN
Category: from € 58
Location/neighbourhood: central location at the corner of Kruppstraße/Friedrichstraße in the Europa Center
Rooms: 146 rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

NOVUM HOTEL AMBASSADOR ESSEN
Category: from € 45
Location/neighbourhood: in Essen's pedestrian zone close to the City Hall
Rooms: 98 standard and economy rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

NOVUM HOTEL AROSA ESSEN
Category: from € 45
Location/neighbourhood: close to MESSE ESSEN and the "Rü", Essen's dining and strolling boulevard
Rooms: 87 economy, queen size, standard and superior rooms
Dining: buffet breakfast
Wellness offer: no

Contact:
Hachestraße 10, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 821 84 10
www.hotel-franz.de

Contact:
Manfredstraße 10, 45131 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 45 01 70
www.ibis.de

Contact:
Wehmenkamp 1, 45131 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 50 707–301
www.hotel-franz.de

Contact:
Rüttenscheider Straße 149, 45130 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 24 77 30
www.niu.de/niu-cobbles/

Contact:
Kennedyplatz 3, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 43 75 370
www.motel-one.com

Contact:
Schwarzensteinweg 81, 45289 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 57 17 10
www.mintrops-landhotel.de

Contact:
Friedrichstraße 43, 45128 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 64 978 0
www.mintrops-stadthotel.de

Contact:
Vehneler Straße 23, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 24 77 30
www.novum-hotels.com/hotel-ambassador-essen

Contact:
Vehneler Straße 23, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 72 226 0
www.novum-hotels.com/hotel-arosa-essen

Contact:
Schwarzensteinweg 81, 45289 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 57 17 10
www.mintrops-landhotel.de

Contact:
Friedrichstraße 43, 45128 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 64 978 0
www.mintrops-stadthotel.de

Contact:
Vehneler Straße 23, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 24 77 30
www.novum-hotels.com/hotel-ambassador-essen

Contact:
Vehneler Straße 23, 45127 Essen
Fon +49. (0)201. 72 226 0
www.novum-hotels.com/hotel-arosa-essen
INCOMING HOTEL RESERVATIONS

EMG – Essen Marketing GmbH
Touristikzentrale Essen
Am Hauptbahnhof 2
45127 Essen | Germany
Fon +49. (0)201. 88 72–333
Fax +49. (0)201. 88 72–044
touristikzentrale@essen.de
www.visitessen.de

HRS Hotel Reservation Service
http://partnerhrs.com/messe-essen

ARRIVING BY AIRPLANE

If you are arriving by plane, your destination is Düsseldorf Airport. From there, you have flight connections to over 180 destinations in Germany and abroad.

From the Düsseldorf Airport train station, an ICE will transport you to Essen’s Central Station in just 20 minutes.

You can find further information about accommodation possibilities at: www.visitessen.de

www.messe-essen.de